
Careers in Social Media contains twenty-four alphabetically arranged chapters 

in marketing, advertising, fundraising, research, writing, editing, or digital design 
and production. Merging scholarship with occupational development, this single 
comprehensive guidebook provides social media students with the necessary insight 
into potential careers and provides instruction on what job seekers can expect in 
terms of training, advancement, earnings, job prospects, working conditions, relevant 
associations, and more. Careers in Social Media
school and undergraduate audience and is edited to align with secondary or high 
school curriculum standards.

Scope of Coverage 

Understanding the wide scope of jobs for those with a passion for social media is 
important for anyone preparing for a career that plays out on a variety of social 
media platforms and networks, including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, 
WhatsApp, Quora, Tumblr, and Reddit. Careers in Social Media comprises twenty-
four lengthy chapters on a broad range of occupations including jobs such as 
Journalist, Advertising and Marketing Manager, Software Developer, Copywriter, 
Writer, and Photographer. Job titles in social media are constantly evolving, so in this 

Advertising and Marketing (which includes business management and development, 
market analysis, and fundraising); Communications (which includes writing, 
photography, videography, editing, and more), and Technology (which includes 
software and computer programming, project management, and more). This excellent 
reference presents possible career paths and occupations within high-growth and 

Careers in Social Media is enhanced with numerous charts and tables, including 
projections from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, and median annual salaries or 

be applied across broad occupation categories. Interesting enhancements, like Fun 
Facts, Famous Firsts, and dozens of photos, add depth to the discussion. Additional 
highlights in the book include Conversation With—a two-page interview with a 
professional working in a related job—and also Conversations About, which offer 

and “viral” posts. The respondents share their personal career paths, detail the 
potential for career advancement, offer advice for students, and include a “try this” for 
those interested in embarking on a career in their profession.

Essay Length and Format 

Each chapter ranges in length from 3,500 to 4,500 words and begins with a Snapshot 
of the occupation that includes career clusters, interests, earnings, and employment 
outlook. This is followed by these major categories:

 PUBLISHER’S NOTE 
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• Overview includes detailed discussions on: Sphere of Work; Work Environment; 

occupation’s Holland Interest Score, which matches up character and personality 

• Occupational Specialties 
Landscape Drafter, Urban and Regional Planner, and Architectural Drafter. 
Duties and Responsibilities are also included.

• Work Environment details the physical, human, and technological environment 

• Education, Training, and Advancement 
while in high school, and what college courses to take, including licenses and 

• Earnings and Advancements
of metropolitan areas that have the highest concentration of the profession.

• Employment and Outlook discusses employment trends, and projects growth to 
2026. This section also lists related occupations.

• Selected Schools 

• More Information includes associations that the reader can contact for more 
information.

Special Features 

Several features continue to distinguish this reference series from other career-
oriented reference works. The back matter includes:
• Appendix A: Guide to Holland Code. This discusses John Holland’s theory that 

Investigative; Artistic; Social; Enterprising; and Conventional. See if the job you 
want is right for you!

• Appendix B: General Bibliography. This is a collection of suggested readings, 
organized into major categories.

• Subject Index: Includes people, concepts, technologies, terms, principles, and all 
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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Trying to capture the essence of what it means to work in social media is a bit like 
trying to catch lightening in a bottle. This relatively young industry is still evolving. 
As soon as one title starts to sound familiar, it is displaced by a newer one. Just a few 
years ago, the job title “social media manager” didn’t exist. Fast forward to today, and 
almost every company has someone on staff who is responsible for social media. At 
smaller companies, the person who manages it might be the same person who handles 
public relations or marketing. At bigger companies, there is usually a dedicated 
employee.

What Does a Career in Social Media Require?

So, what exactly does a social media manager do? Most people tend to think that 
social media management means simply answering customer questions on Facebook 
and Twitter. And while that kind of engagement is a large piece of the puzzle, the job 
actually goes far beyond answering questions and garnering follows, likes, comments, 
and shares.

If we take a look at tasks and job functions that go into being a social media 
professional, whether the moniker used at an individual company is traditional or 
takes a less “traditional” form —sherpa, guru, maven, swami, czar, or ninja—the 
work tends to fall into broad categories: manager, coordinator, strategist, analyst, 
communications worker, editor, producer, researcher, or designer. Your goal might 
be described as some form of marketing if you use social media to increase awareness 
or create brand identity and loyalty. You might be engaged with advertising or 
customer service if your work involves managing customer relations, responding to 
user questions and comments, or driving sales. You might use social media as a tool in 
research or as a way to promote a particular political policy, candidate, or campaign. 
Or, you might be the person who uses the data that social media interactions 
generate, or the person who develops algorithms and programs to improve user 
experiences and interactions.

Social media may be all you do, all day, every day, or it might be just one part of your 
overall job. Your skills in manipulating technology, using software, even writing code 
or programming, may be the skills you need most. Writing and editing digital content, 
whether the content is meant to be read, heard, or watched, may be more in your 
“wheelhouse,” or your ability to crunch numbers and read trends in the data might be 
your ticket to a rewarding career in social media.
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Whether you work in entertainment, media, the sports industry, in the sciences, 

upon social media as part of their overall strategy. It’s the way that companies share 
information with their clients and customers.

What Does Social Media Mean to a Company?

Hardly anyone escapes some sort of social media exposure at work. Your company 

an Instagram account, or a presence on other social media networks, including 
bookmarking networks like Pinterest or Tumblr. They may have their own podcast 
series to promote the research they are doing or to establish relationships with others 

key to rising through the ranks as a social media specialist.

The director of social media is responsible for a company’s entire social media 
strategy, and may well be required to direct and manage the work of other people. 
As director of social media, you will probably be in charge of posting to social media 
accounts on several platforms, according to a set schedule. You may or may not be 
responsible for creating those accounts and that schedule. You may be responsible 
for creating content or overseeing editors in creating a content calendar. You may 
also write for or oversee a blog. You might be responsible for creating your company’s 
“voice” and social media personality. You will likely be expected to know more about 
social media than your supervisor does. Other likely titles for the same job include 
director or manager of social media marketing; director or manager of social media 
communication; director or manager of social media relations; or director or manager 
of social media strategy.

A brand manager or brand ambassador typically posts to a group of social media 
accounts (with or without a blog), and is directly involved in advertising. An 
engagement coordinator (or manager) is in charge of the company’s social media 
messaging, as well as taking responsibility for guiding the online behavior of the 
public. You will be executing (and possibly creating) a marketing strategy that 
involves getting members of the public to respond to, like, share, or retweet your 
content (so it goes viral), or provide your company with information it can use later 
to improve service and drive sales. Other names associated with brand managers and 
directors include director of community, interactive media associate (or coordinator, or 
manager), or internet marketing manager.

organizations rely on social media to attract readers in an increasingly fractured 
media landscape. Having a story “trend” is one way to make sure that a news 
organization stays relevant and top-of-mind.
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Why Is Content so Important in Social Media?

individual or brand creates for consumption. Blog posts, photographs, videos, 
infographics, tweets, GIFs, memes, and SlideShares are all examples of content.

Content marketing is what makes all those consumable pieces of information work for 

• a strategic marketing approach focused on creating and distributing valuable, 

• creating or curating non-product content and publishing it to contact points with 
customers to get their attention, to focus on the topic around your solution, and 
pull them closer to learning more about you.

• anything an individual or an organization creates and/or shares to tell their story.
• the emotional and informational bridge between commerce and consumer. It 

requires people who love content and what it can do for people.
• advertising that delivers value—rather than just an impression—to its recipient.
• a pull strategy—that is, the marketing of attraction, with content tailor-made to 

solve the problems of your audience.
• engaging with your community around an idea, instead of a product, by sharing 

anything in return.

What Do Social Media Workers Have in Common?

• A willingness to engage with others in a digital environment
• A team-based approach to doing work
• An avid interest in technology
• An appreciation of graphics and design
• Curiosity
• Great research skills
• Fascination with statistics and data
• Writing and editing skills

What Is the Role of Technology in Social Media?

Social media, on the scale it exists today, would not be possible without computers, 
computer programmers, software developers, and network architects. The technicians 
who create the platforms, write the algorithms that make them work, and develop 
the systems for capturing and analyzing data are fundamental to any work related to 
social media.

Digital strategists are responsible for thinking on the macro level about how a 
company will use technology and social media to achieve their objectives. Network 
architects, information security specialists, and information project managers all keep 
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the social media engine running by capturing, storing, and analyzing data, as well as 
making sure that data is kept safe and that both the community members and the 
company are not put at risk.

How Do You Prepare for an Interview for a Social 
Media Position?

No matter what the precise job title a company has settled on for a position, social 
media workers should be able to address a variety of concerns that might affect an 
organization or company. You should be able to answer these sorts of questions:

What social media platform (or platforms) will be most effective 
for our company?

This question will reveal what you know or think about the company’s “personality” or 
brand. You might be asked to boil that down to a short phrase. And you will no doubt 
be assessed to see if you are familiar with the social media presence the company 
already has on various platforms.

What are the two most important social marketing metrics a 
company should monitor?

You should be able to talk about engagement in terms of measurable conversation 
about the company brand and what your goals might be regarding the things people 
are saying about or doing with your content.

The other important metric is leads, so it is helpful to be able to discuss social 
campaigns you may have headed up that generated interest, garnered likes, or 
resulted in leads. You should know the various types of social media advertising and 
be able to respond quickly to an ongoing “conversation.”

How would you differentiate social marketing from social 
customer service?

Social marketing calls for a conversational approach, one that does not necessarily 
revolve around sales. You should be able to determine where along the path to a 
purchase your potential customer is so you can guide them.

Social customer service calls for empathy, patience, and an ability to resolve 

management team.

What is the most important aspect of work for a social media 
manager?

The answer your potential employer is looking for is likely to be monitoring and 
listening to the audience across all of the brand’s social channels, engaging with 
fans and followers to show that the company is interested in them, cares about their 
experience, and is actively “engaged” with them.
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How would you deal with a social media reputation crisis?

Every individual, celebrity, politician, athlete, or corporation can fall victim to a crisis 
that affects their reputation. The work of social media experts as it relates to these 
situations demands that there be a “best practices” approach that has been thought 
out and put in place before
resolution process.

What is your own social media presence? What examples do you 
have to show?

with various platforms, including WordPress or other blogging platforms, Facebook, 
Twitter, even Pinterest. They will want to see if you post regularly to keep material 
fresh, and whether you have active followers with whom you maintain a conversation.

This is a relatively young career path. Even as recently as ten years ago, it would be 

days writing tweets or posting to Facebook or Instagram. The existing job titles and 

tools and technologies, along with as-yet-unknown areas of interest or challenge 

professionals who shape the content and communities on the Internet.

Editor’s Introduction



Sphere of Work

Advertising and marketing managers work as employees of marketing 
and advertising agencies within the communication, information, 
and business sectors. They serve as the main link or point of contact 
between clients and the agency, and help to manage the interests 
of clients within the agency. 
Advertising and marketing 
managers coordinate social media 
management (including strategies 
and campaigns), print, television, 
radio, and multimedia advertising 
campaigns and projects; in some 
cases, they may also be responsible 
for sales and developing new 
business opportunities.

OVERVIEW
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While advertising and marketing managers contribute to campaign 
development, they are not technically part of an agency’s creative 
team. Their role is to ensure that campaigns are priced, administered, 

selected align with the client’s interests in mind. They ensure 
that action items and campaign milestones are delivered on time 
and within budget. Aside from working closely with clients, they 
coordinate the work activities of personnel such as social media 
specialists, copywriters, graphic designers, production assistants, 
art directors, public relations personnel, and market researchers, as 
well as other project management responsibilities. Advertising and 
marketing managers are generally supervised by an agency director or 
client services supervisor.
 
Work Environment 

within small to large advertising or marketing agencies. Air and car 
travel may be occasionally required to meet with clients. Evening 
and weekend work is also often required. Advertising and marketing 
managers frequently work under pressure and adhere to strict 
budgets and tight deadlines.

Occupation Interest

Graduates and professionals 
with a strong interest in social 
media platforms such as Twitter, 
Instagram, and Snapchat, 
advertising and marketing, mass 
media and communications, and 
project management are often 
attracted to the advertising 
industry. In particular, the role 
suits people who have an interest 
in coordinating multiple activities 
in a fast-paced environment and 
who are comfortable working 
closely with others.

Aside from excellent collaborative, 
communication, and organizational skills, advertising and marketing 
managers must also possess strong research and analytical skills and 

Interests: Business, Management & 
Administration, Hospitality & Tourism, 
Human Services, Marketing, Sales & 
Service

Working Conditions: Work Inside
Physical Strength: Light Work 
Education Needs: Bachelor’s Degree
Licensure/Certification: Usually Not 

Required
Physical Abilities Not Required: Not 

Climb, Not Kneel
Opportunities for Experience: 

Internship, Apprenticeship, Volunteer 
Work

Holland Interest Score*: AES

Profile

* See Appendix A 
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high business acumen. They may be expected to formulate and execute 

some instances, they will be expected to make sales calls or develop 
and present new business proposals.

Successful advertising and marketing managers must be able to speak 

diverse range of people, adapt to new industries, clients, products and 
services, and deliver consistent results under pressure. The role also 
requires considerable tact and diplomacy.

A Day in the Life—Duties and Responsibilities 

The typical work day of an advertising and marketing manager 
includes frequent meetings with staff, clients, and supervisors 
(generally top-level management or agency owners). The campaign 
deliverables, which advertising and marketing managers coordinate, 
are usually subject to tight timeframes and strict deadlines. Therefore, 
on a daily basis, the role demands excellent organizational and time 
management skills. Advertising and marketing managers must be 
adept at multi-tasking, adapting to change, and problem solving.

Advertising and marketing managers generally gain a high level 
of exposure to different clients, industries, products, and services 

demands high business (and possibly sales) acumen and the ability 
to analyze new information quickly and effectively. An advertising 
and marketing manager is expected to thoroughly research and 
understand the clients they work with, as well as their client’s 
competitors, and the competitors’ competing products and campaigns. 
This includes developing a deep understanding of the client’s industry, 
customer base, current social media presence, methods and processes, 
challenges and opportunities, and target markets.

Advertising and marketing managers are expected to have competent 
computing skills to help them prepare campaign-related and 

client and budget proposals (or “pitches” to acquire new business), and 
other work-related documents. They may also be expected to develop 
and manage spreadsheets and databases for project management and 
accounting purposes.
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WORK ENVIRONMENT

Immediate Physical Environment

Advertising and marketing managers 

urban or semi-urban locations. Some travel may be required. Many 
people work remotely, using collaborative tools and software to work 

as part of a team.

Job security is sometimes tenuous 
in the advertising industry. 
Economic or sector downturns, the 
loss of client accounts, or reduced 
client spending can lead to layoffs. 
This tends to create an atmosphere 
of intense competition.

Human Environment

Advertising and marketing 
manager roles demand strong 
collaborative and team skills. 
Advertising and marketing 
managers interact with 
advertising, business, and creative 
specialists, such as brand and 

• Preparing advertising and marketing budgets for clients

• Consulting with people in research, creative, and production 

departments

• Overseeing workers in layout, copy, production, and client services

Duties and Responsibilities

Communication Skills
• Persuading others

Interpersonal/Social Skills
• 
• 
• 
• Having good judgment
• 
• 

Organization & Management Skills
• 
• 
• 

Unclassified Skills
• 

Transferable Skills and Abilities
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product managers, social media stategists, marketing managers, 
brand strategists, public relations executives, graphic designers, art 
directors, multimedia technicians, copywriters, production assistants, 
and editors. They are likely to work with multiple client contacts, as 
well as contract or freelance service providers. They usually report to 
an agency director or owner, or a client services supervisor.

Technological Environment

Advertising and marketing managers use standard business 
technologies, including telecommunication and social media tools, 

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND ADVANCEMENT

High School/Secondary

High school students can best prepare for a career as an advertising 
and marketing manager by taking courses in business, math (with 
an accounting focus), computer literacy, and communications (for 
example, journalism or business communications). Courses such 
as social studies, history, and anthropology will also prepare the 
student for synthesizing research into written materials. The creative 
aspects of the advertising industry may be explored through art and 
graphic design. However, it is important to note that advertising 
and marketing managers work in an administrative, rather than 
a creative, capacity. In addition, psychology and cultural studies 
may provide an understanding of group and individual responses to 
advertising and other forms of communication.

Students should also become involved in extracurricular school 
activities and projects that develop business and communication 
skills to gain hands-on experience prior to graduation. Additionally, 

to develop organizational skills. Participation in student magazines 
and newsletters will help to build an understanding of print and 
multimedia communications.
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Suggested High School Subjects
• Applied Math
• Arts
• Business Data Processing
• Business Law
• Business Math
• Composition
• Computer Science
• Economics
• English
• Graphic Communications
• Journalism
• Merchandising
• Statistics

Related Career Pathways/Majors
Business, Management & Administration Cluster
• Marketing Pathway

Hospitality & Tourism Cluster
• Lodging Pathway
• Travel & Tourism Pathway

Human Services Cluster
• Consumer Services Pathway

Marketing, Sales & Service Cluster
• E-Marketing Pathway
• Management & Entrepreneurship Pathway

Marketing, Sales & Service Cluster
• Marketing Information Management & Research Pathway

Famous First

Source: www.theatlantic.com
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Postsecondary

At the postsecondary level, students interested in or focused on 
becoming an advertising and marketing manager should work towards 
earning an undergraduate degree in communications, advertising, 
marketing, or business administration, or build a strong liberal arts 
background. Due to strong competition among candidates, a master’s 
degree is sometimes expected, although practical experience is 

A large number of colleges and universities offer advertising, 
marketing, communications, and business degree programs. Some 
programs offer internships or work experience with advertising 
agencies. These experiences may lead to entry-level opportunities. 
Aspiring advertising and marketing managers can also gain entry 
into the advertising industry via other roles, such as market research, 
administration, or sales.

Related College Majors
• Advertising
• Business Administration & Management, General
• Journalism
• Marketing Management & Research
• Public Relations & Organizational Communications

Adult Job Seekers

Adults seeking a career transition into or return to an advertising and 

and experience in areas such as business administration, advertising, 
and marketing. Necessary skills for a successful transition include 
account coordination, client liaison, and project management. 
Marketing and advertising experience with a non-agency corporation 

understand the client side of the relationship.

Networking is critical—candidates should not rely solely on job boards 
and advertised positions to explore work opportunities. As with recent 
college graduates, adult job seekers may wish to consider entry to 
the advertising industry via an alternative route, such as market 
research, administration, or sales.
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requirements for advertising and marketing managers.

Additional Requirements

The most important attributes for advertising and 
marketing managers are a passion for advertising and 
marketing communications, coupled with excellent 
business, organizational, and people skills. Advertising 
and marketing managers must be skilled and 

diplomatic coordinators, negotiators, and problem solvers. They should 
be willing to persist under often heavy workloads and with demanding 
stakeholders.

Fun Fact

Source: Statista.com

EARNINGS AND ADVANCEMENT

Earning potential increases as advancement occurs. Advancement 
may be quick in corporate ranks, partly because turnover can be 

their employees with continuing education opportunities, either in-
house or at local colleges and universities, and encourage employee 
participation in seminars and conferences.

Advertising and marketing managers had median annual earnings 
of $100,810 in May 2016. The lowest 10 percent earned less than 
$44,950, and the highest 10 percent earned more than $208,000.
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The median annual wage for marketing managers was $131,180 in 
May 2016. The lowest 10 percent earned less than $67,490, and the 
highest 10 percent earned more than $208,000.

Advertising and marketing managers may receive paid vacations, 
holidays, and sick days; life and health insurance; and retirement 

EMPLOYMENT AND OUTLOOK

There were approximately 249,600 advertising and marketing 
managers employed nationally in 2016. Overall employment of 
advertising, promotions, and marketing managers is projected to 
grow 10 percent from 2016 to 2026, faster than the average for all 
occupations. Employment growth will vary by occupation.

Advertising, promotional, and marketing campaigns are expected to 
continue to be essential as organizations seek to maintain and expand 
their market share. Advertising and promotions managers will be 
needed to plan, direct, and coordinate advertising and promotional 
campaigns, as well as to introduce new products into the marketplace.

However, the newspaper publishing industry, which employs many 
of these workers, is projected to decline over the next 10 years. The 
continued rise of electronic media will result in decreasing demand for 
print newspapers. Despite this decline, advertising and promotions 
managers are expected to see employment growth in other industries 
in which they will be needed to manage digital media campaigns that 
often target customers through the use of websites, social media, or 
live chats.

Through the Internet, advertising campaigns can reach a target 
audience across many platforms. This greater reach can increase the 
scale of the campaigns that advertising and promotions managers 
oversee. With better advertising management software, advertising 
and promotions managers can control these campaigns more easily.
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Related Occupations
• Advertising Director
• Advertising Sales Agent
• Copywriter
• Electronic Commerce Specialist
• Public Relations Specialist
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I came to this career in a roundabout way. My bachelor’s degree is in human services 
and after working in that field for a few years, I went back to get my Master of Fine 
Arts in creative writing.

My master’s degree was initially more of a personal project, not intended as 
a stepping stone for a new career. However, during this same time, I helped 
my husband launch his own business and found that I really enjoyed PR, 
communications and content marketing. After that, I held a few in-house positions as 
a communications manager before launching my own consulting business in 2016. 
I focus on helping startups, small businesses and nonprofits clarify their messaging 
and create quality content in the form of blogs, e-books, videos, podcasts, and 
webinars, etc.

One of my clients is a sculptor who has always used salvaged wood, but never used 
that as part of his story. He recently relocated here to the Pacific Northwest, where 
locally sourced, sustainable materials are important to consumers. We wanted to 
emphasize this, but not be too heavy handed. We created a social media campaign 
(Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and Facebook) that shows him at all stages of the 
process: searching for the wood, picking it up with his truck, delivering it to his 
studio, creating the final product, and delivering it to a happy client who appreciates 
the salvaged wood aspect of the sculpture.

It goes without saying that you must be an excellent writer. But above and beyond 
that, it‘s important to cultivate your storytelling skills. The buzzword these days is 
storify. In other words, my job is to help my clients take what are sometimes bland, 

Conversation With . . . 
ALLISON VRBOVA

Communications Consultant
Two Willows Editorial

Bellingham, Washington
Communications, 10 years; consultant, 2 years
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